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Students put on annual “Rocky Horror” shadowcast

McKinley Breen
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

In the Warch Campus Center
cinema early Saturday morning and
late Saturday night, Nov. 2, Lawrence
University screened and put on a
production of “The Rocky Horror
Picture Show” in a wild and rambunctious night. For those uninformed,
“The Rocky Horror Picture Show,” or
“Rocky,” is a movie that came out in
1975 starring Tim Curry and created
by Richard O’Brien, who would later
go on to voice act in the animated
Disney show “Phineas and Ferb.”
However, despite these credentials,
the movie is widely regarded as horrible. Terrible pacing, bad acting,
cheesy dialogue and bad songs plague
the film. As such, people began to just
start yelling at the screen to make it
more enjoyable and making fun of its
absolutely ridiculous nature. Through
this, the “Rocky” live show was born.
Now, over 40 years later, it has
become a kind of cult where a shadow
cast acts out the movie in front of the
screen and shouts various canonical
“call lines” where the audience shouts
at the movie to very amusing affect.
Lawrence now hosts an annual production where the movie is
screened and it conducts the shadow
cast over “Halloweekend” every year.
This time it was directed by juniors
Mary-Grace Wagner, Sofie Schwartz
and Zoe Adler, and starred junior
Robin Teske as Janet and sophomores Olivia VanSlyke as Brad and
Karin Hannerman as Frank-n-Furter.
There were a dozen others in named
roles and as “sextras,” who help yell
call lines and fill out the cast where

the scenes contain large crowds. The
Saturday morning show at 12:01 a.m.
held a full house with large crowds of
people dressed up for the occasion.
Part of the culture behind “Rocky” is
letting go and expressing yourself. As
such, many people dressed in drag,
wore lingerie or other provocative
outfits. And yet, not once did any of it
seem out of place. In fact, those that
seemed out of place were the ones
dressed “normally,” and that was
extremely refreshing for a place to
just be that accepting of letting go and
pushing your comfort zone in the best
way possible.
The Lawrentian sat down with
Schawrtz, who was able to give some
insight into the production. Our first

“Rocky” at Lawrence is traditionally a shadowcast with live actors in front of the film.
Photos by Caroline Garrow

question was about how much work
went into the show. At first glance,
because it is a shadow cast, it could
easily be dismissed as to how much
effort the cast put in. However, according to Schwartz, it poses many
unique challenges and the time put
in was great. They rehearsed from
7 p.m. to 10 p.m. every Monday,
Wednesday and Friday since second
week. Some of their choreography
was quite intricate, and the production used the makeup of the theater
to their advantage. However, their
biggest problem, Schwartz said, was
that “since it is completely student
run, it is difficult to get the credibility
that comes with other performances
on campus. Our goal as directors has
been to rebrand ‘Rocky’ to more than
just students messing around.”
And it does show. The show was
extremely well put together, with
lighting, makeup and call line timing being, at least from an audience
member’s perspective, dead on. This
is, in part, due to this year’s cast getting along really well, according to
Schwartz. It was a much larger cast
with about ten “sextras” compared
to last year’s three. But everyone was
just clicking. Every week they would
do a “Rocky” dinner and she hopes to
continue that into the coming terms.
Overall, it was an extremely enjoyable show and the amount of detail
that went into all of the choreography, costumes and acting was impressive to say the least. Anyone looking
to participate next year need only
look out for the auditions. For those
interested in going to this highly recommended experience, it will be put
on next year around Oct. 31.

Culinary cash donations feed fellow Lawrentians

Molly Ruffing
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

In order to provide an alternate
option for students to use any remaining culinary cash, there will now
be two donation options offered at
the end of the term. Although many
students budget their culinary cash so
they do not have money remaining,
others end the term with a surplus.
Whether a student has three
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cents remaining in their account or
$50, culinary cash can be donated
in two different forms this year. Due
to the changes in the meal plan this
year, culinary cash will no longer
roll over and will expire at the end of
each term, so this provides an option
to eliminate waste and feed fellow
Lawrentians.
In the past, at the end of the
school year students have been able
to donate any remaining culinary

cash they have at the Café and in
Kate’s Corner Store. Previously, funds
were donated to the Lawrence University Student Food Pantry, the Boys
and Girls Club, Harbor House and
the Pillars Homeless Shelter amongst
other organizations.
This year, culinary cash donations
will go to the Student Food Pantry
located in Sabin House and Pillars
Homeless Shelter. Culinary cash donations will be accepted from Friday,
Nov. 22, through Tuesday, Nov. 26.
For every culinary cash dollar
donated, 50% of the funds will be
provided to the given organization.
The remaining 50% is primarily for
labor and some fixed costs. The donated funds account for the food cost,
which is the money used to purchase
food to feed students.
Unlike in the past, there will now
be another option for students to use
their culinary cash to help others.

Students will also be encouraged to
buy from the Corner Store and donate
non-perishable food items in order
to actively give and see their dollars
translate into actual food. The food
will then be donated directly to feed
their fellow Lawrentians at the Food
Pantry.
Food items will be collected
at Midnight Breakfast in Andrew
Commons on Saturday, Nov. 23.
Bon Appetit has decided to provide
incentives to encourage students to
participate in this food drive, including coupons for one free coffee drink
in the Café or one free pound of candy
from the Corner Store. Vice President
for Student Life Christopher Card
will be handing out these coupons to
participating students at Midnight
Breakfast.
These incentives will also be
offered at the Holiday Dinner on
Monday, Nov. 25, in Andrew Com-

mons. The Holiday Dinner is a chance
for students to gather together before
leaving for winter break, as well as
a Holiday Party for Bon Appetit employees. Employees and their families
are invited to the dinner and will be
encouraged to participate in the food
drive as well.
Faculty and staff in particular
will be able to participate in the food
drive during the first two weeks of
December while Kate’s Corner Store
is still open during break. Bon Appetit will incentivize donations from
faculty and staff with coupons as well
as drawings and giveaways.
This additional donation option
was proposed to the General Manager
of Bon Appetit at Lawrence University Julie Severance, by a Community
Advisor involved in the Service and
Social Responsibility focus area in
collaboration with the Center for
Community Engagement and Social
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Change. This suggestion was aimed
to involve students in more active
forms of giving, as well as provide an
alternate option to the culinary cash
donations which only result in half of
the funds going to the organization.
With the changes to the meal plan
this year, food has become a frequent
topic for people around Lawrence.
Although some students have been
out of culinary cash for weeks now,
others still have hundreds of dollars
in their account. Despite frustrations
that have been voiced about changes,
according to Severance, students are
eating more frequently and breakfast
alone is up more than 150%.
If anyone has any questions
about the donation processes, they
should reach out to Molly Ruffing,
at molly.a.ruffing@lawrence.edu, or
Julie Severance with Bon Appetit. If
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Cul-cash donations
continued from page 1

there are any concerns about the meal
plan that have yet to be addressed,
they are best directed to the Student
Welfare Committee, Vice President
Card or Warch Campus Center Director Greg Griffin.
As Severance explained, meal
plans are set by Lawrence University, not Bon Appetit; Bon Appetit
assists Lawrence with pricing out the
requests from the university and then
implementing the plan once it is set,
but the plan is set by Lawrence.

SLUG potluck dinner
celebrates supporters of
the garden

Carl Richardson
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Photo by Allegra Taylor

Photo Feature: Lawrence University
Black Alumni Network Reunion

Saudi Arabia
Saudi Aramco, a massive
state-owned oil company, has
announced its plans to list on a
public stock exchange in an effort
by the Crown Prince Mohammad
bin Salman to expand Saudi
Arabia’s economy and diminish
its dependence on oil. Aramco is
estimated to be worth $1.2 trillion
and profited $46.9 billion in the
first half of 2019 alone, compared
to Apple’s $21.6 billion and Exxon
Mobil’s $5.5 billion. Despite these
profits, some market analysts have
pointed out political and strategic
risks to investing in Aramco due
to the dangers of operating in the
region, and others have acknowledged the recent dissuasion from
investing in fossil fuels worldwide
as a potential issue. (BBC)
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Compiled by Alex Freeman
India
Air pollution levels have reached hazardous levels in Delhi, with pollution
levels so high that the city’s monitors
have too few digits to display the true
amount of pollution. As a result of
nearby crop burning, vehicle fumes
and industrial emissions, coupled
with the fireworks set off at the
recent Diwali festival, smog levels in
the area now have the same effect as
smoking tobacco, according to the
World Health Organization. Protests
were held Nov. 3, to call for action,
and schools have been closed as people are advised to wear anti-pollution
masks and avoid the outdoors. (BBC)

I spoke to senior Floréal
Crubaugh, President and Garden
Manager of the Sustainable Lawrence
University Garden (SLUG), on Friday,
Nov. 1, in the kitchen of Lawrence’s
International House. While we spoke,
she stirred a pot of butternut squash
mac and cheese that would later be
served at that night’s “Fall Harvest
Feast” potluck dinner hosted by
SLUG.
For those unfamiliar with SLUG,
Crubaugh said the organization is
all about, “Growing local produce
through the garden that we have here
on campus,” and “community engagement.” That engagement takes many
forms, one of which is hosting events
like the Harvest Feast that are open to
the whole Lawrence community.
SLUG also engages with the Lawrence community by effectively running the university’s compost system,
producing food which may be served
by Bon Appetit — Lawrence’s food
services provider — or bought by individuals, and by reaching out to other
clubs. Some of SLUG’s biggest crops
are tomatoes, many of which get sold
to Bon Appetit, as well as tomatillos
and peppers.
Folks can tell if their Bon Appetit
meal includes SLUG grown produce
because there will be a “SLUG” label
on the nutrition facts sign for it.
The Fall Harvest Feast is an event
meant to celebrate the end of the
growing season and to “celebrate
anyone who has supported the garden
in any way,” said Crubaugh, “through
coming to garden hours, by donating
compost, by buying produce or having our produce at Bon Appetit.”
Since November is past the end of
harvest season, SLUG grown produce
was not central to the feast, but the
club tried to focus on purchasing ingredients from the local farmer’s mar-

China
Five people were injured Nov. 3, as
riot police broke up mall protests
in Hong Kong. These protests were
part of the ongoing conflict over the
direct elections of Hong Kong leaders and an investigation into police
conduct in the city. Chief Executive
Carrie Lam has not yielded to protestors’ demands, but she is working to
address some of the issues that have
been raised, including creating jobs
and more affordable housing. She
spoke to Vice Premier Han Zheng on
Nov. 5, about the development of the
Greater Bay Area in southern China.
(Associated Press)

Spain
Both violent and peaceful protests
continue in the Spanish region of
Catalonia where roughly 50% of
residents want Catalonia to separate from Spain while the other
50% oppose the separation. As
separatist protests increased following the imprisonment of nine
separatist leaders, unionists have
responded by organizing protests
of their own, including one on
Oct. 27, with 80,000 protestors.
This conflict over separation will
likely prove to be a key factor in
the national election Sunday, Nov.
10, where Socialist Prime Minister
Pedro Sánchez, who has refused
to meet with Catalan chief Quim
Torra, will try to keep his position.
(Associated Press)

ket to create a sustainably sourced
meal.
For those interested in working with SLUG, “We have weekly
meetings Mondays at 7 p.m. in SLUG
House (738 E. Boldt Way),” Crubaugh
said. “We also have student-led
garden hours that are open to anyone.
To find information on garden hour
times, they can locate one of our signs
around campus, attend a meeting
or contact me (floreal.v.crubaugh@
lawrence.edu).” Any students are welcome to join regardless of what prior
experience they have.
Crubaugh also recommends
anyone interested in buying produce
straight from SLUG contact her for
more information.
When asked about what joining SLUG can involve, Crubaugh
explained some of the projects SLUG
has organized in recent years. Some
of SLUG’s major crops like tomatoes
grow in the summer which means
that vital maintenance of the garden
is done by a small crew made up of
students paid with sustainability
grant money and volunteers over the
summer.
In order to secure sustainability
grant money, SLUG has to continue
to work on sustainability projects.
This past summer SLUG worked with
a summer camp, took down their
greenhouse for the season and herded
a group of goats into the garden to
weed it.
Crubaugh described using goats to
weed the garden as “really fun,” but
“definitely not common [for gardeners], especially not in Appleton.”
SLUG had to work with the city of
Appleton to get a special permit for
the goats since it is illegal to have livestock in the city. The city, however,
was “super supportive of our idea,
and so was Lawrence” which allowed
SLUG to get the permit and bring in
the goats.
Crubaugh got the idea for weeding
the garden with goats from experience on her family’s ranch where she
saw animals used in land management. She notes that using goats
for weeding is especially effective
because the goats digest the seeds
of the weeds so that there is not “an
endless cycle of pulling up weeds that
are always reseeding… it’s taking [the
weeds] out of the [eco]system completely.” The goats also fertilize the
fields they weed with their poop.
For those without a background in
ranching, SLUG leaders have plans to
help launch a tutorial class for credit
this Spring Term which could break
down the concepts of gardening for
newcomers.
Crubaugh says “thank you” to the
Lawrence population “for supporting
our garden.”
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Senior soccer success stories

Kelli Quick

one season. Although I was recruited to play soccer while I was touring schools in high school, I didn't
want to play soccer in college because
I hadn't played in about a year.
However, I have been on the track
team since freshman year and after
talking with a teammate who is on
both teams, I decided to join soccer my senior year. I decided to play
because I thought it would be fun
to return to a sport that I really do
enjoy. I forgot how much I liked playing soccer and practicing with the
team last spring made me realize just
how much I had missed it. I didn't
have any particular goals going into
the season except to have fun, which
I definitely did!
I've gotten to know a lot of great
people on the team; I'm definitely
going to miss the team after I graduate.
Thanks to Brynn for convincing
me to join after more than a year of
talking to me about it and thanks to
Coach Joe for letting me play on the
team!

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Last weekend, the men’s and
women’s soccer teams had their
annual senior night, a game and day
devoted to honoring the seniors and
all that they have done through their
athletic career for their programs.
This article features five seniors who
were asked a variety of questions
ranging from simple ones, like how
many years they have played, to more
complex, like final thoughts or advice
to current athletes. Here are their
responses:

Sam Parkhurst
I played for all four years at
Lawrence and I came here with the
intention of playing. I'm sad that I
never made it to the conference tournament, but I'm glad that the program has a strong foundation for the
coming years and look forward to
what the team will accomplish.
My favorite memory is either
scoring a goal during my freshman
year or beating Illinois College in
overtime this year. My freshman
year, I was the only freshman on the
team and there were a lot of seniors,
so it was like I had a ton of older
brothers that were really excited for
me. Beating Illinois College this year
is special because it was our first conference game and we'd been so close
to beating them the last three years,
but got unlucky every time.
I really enjoyed my time playing
soccer and putting in the time every
year. I'd like to thank my teammates
for always pushing me to get better.

Barbara Espinosa

I played for four years, and I
did not plan to play soccer at LU.
The current coach contacted me during the summer and asked me if I
was interested and I said yes. I didn't
really have any soccer objectives
going in, but I was able to become a
starter; play forward, midfield and
defense; I scored and assisted; and I
learned so much about soccer. I am
very satisfied with my soccer experience. I am going to miss it so much.
My favorite memory is when I
went to Björklunden my senior season. We went on multiple runs with
the team, had practice at a local park,
volunteered with children, swam in
Lake Michigan and got to know each
other. It was my favorite because we
spent a lot of time together and it felt
like people were so eager and excited
to be there and meet others. This has
special meaning for me because it
was the last time I went to Björk with

Andrea Arivella

my teammates.
I want to be remembered as
someone who was always positive
and willing to put the team in front.
I want to say thank you to my
coaches, Joe, Trey and Hope, for taking a chance on our team and to my
teammates for being so amazing.

Senior Sam Parkhurst chases down the ball.
Photo by Sebastian Evans.

Dani Dixon

I played soccer all four years. I
had no intention of playing a collegiate sport. During Welcome Week
freshman year I saw a sign in my
dorm advertising open tryouts for the
women's soccer team and decided to
go. It's been an absolute pleasure to
be able to play college soccer here.
My goal in my upperclassman years
was for our record to improve, and in
this past season we won more games
than we have won in the past three
years! I look forward to seeing the
program's continued growth.
My favorite memory was winning against Illinois College in overtime this year. This was the first conference win that anyone on the team
had experienced. Illinois College had
expected to come in and crush us and
they were very distraught about the
outcome. To me, this game marked

the turning point for this program.
While I would have never
guessed going into college that I
would get to play collegiate soccer,
it's something that I can't imagine my
college experience without. I cannot
thank enough my incredible teammates for pushing me and themselves
to have created this success for the
season. We could have chosen to be
content with where the program was,
but instead we pushed our limits to
points we didn't even know we could
go. I would also like to thank the
amazing coaching staff. Specifically,
I'd like to thank Head Coach Joe
Sagar for convincing me to rejoin
after I had quit after my sophomore
season. Had I not rejoined, I would
have looked at my college soccer
experience in distaste. However, the
past two years have been extremely
rewarding and I am happy to say that
I was a part of this program's turning
point and I am so excited to watch
my teammates find even more success in the upcoming years.

Hallie Sogin

I joined the soccer team my
senior year, so I have only played for

I played for three years. When I
got to college I didn't think of [playing soccer] at first because of tennis, but then the passion for it overtook me and I wanted to play. I
started playing when I was three, so
I thought I could have been a good
addition to the team going forward.
My competitive career ended, but
that does not mean that I’ll stop playing. Soccer has been, is and will be
part of my life, and in the future and I
will definitely join some leagues. I am
happy with what I accomplished. The
team had a couple of rough years, but
my senior year we completely turned
the program around and I was really
happy to be part [of this change] and
one of the captains of the program's
reconstruction.
I would like to be remembered
as a fiery and competitive guy, but
only when cleats are on. Off the field
however, I would like to be remembered as someone that is willing to
help others and has given advice
about soccer, Lawrence athletics and
school in general.
I would like to thank my teammates — the ones that graduated, the
ones that will graduate with me and
the ones that will graduate after me
— for trusting me in being their captain and leading them for two years. I
would also like to thank Coach Greer
for giving the opportunity of joining
the team in the spring of freshman
year to give me a chance of being a
LU soccer Viking.

Lawrence languishes in loss to Lake Forest

Gannon Flynn
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Lawrence’s football woes continued this week, as Lake Forest beat
them in the Banta Bowl 42-14. This
marks the seventh loss of the year
for the Vikings, and the seventh loss
in a consecutive string since week 1.
The team’s biggest issues this week
mirrored the problems they had seen
in earlier games: a lack of followthrough and too many turnovers.
As the game began, Lawrence
put up a solid fight. Freshman
Billy Wallisch threw for an early
touchdown, hitting freshman Nick
Pastrone in the end zone in just
four minutes. After a quick stop by
Lawrence’s formidable defense, the
Vikings came out strong again as a
short punt placed them in Forester
territory, but sophomore running
back Wasonu Allen was stripped on
one of his carries, and Lake Forest
used the turnover to score in four
short plays. The momentum began to
mount against Lawrence even stronger when a Lake Forest punt was
fumbled, resulting in the Foresters
having great field position once again

at the Lawrence 10-yard line. They
scored off the fumble again and were
able to strike once more through the
air, putting themselves up to 21-7 by
halftime.
The inconsistency that seemed
to plague Lawrence all year struck
again hard in the second half, as the
Vikings’ defense had trouble shutting
down Lake Forest’s offense. A punt
return in the early third put Lake
Forest up another score, and a wellbalanced offensive attack found every
opening; Lake Forest sophomore running back Stone Matthews had 20
carries for 154 yards, and freshman
receiver A.J. Jackson corralled four
catches for 125 yards, with a long of
54 that ended in another touchdown
as well as the third quarter punt
return. In contrast, Lawrence had
trouble keeping its offense as potent
as it appeared to be on its first two
drives. Freshman Ethan Simmons led
the running back group with eight
carries for 36 yards, and wide receiver Pastrone’s 46 receiving yards were
the highest of the team.
On the bright side, sophomore
quarterback Timothy Owens threw a
beautiful 23-yard touchdown pass to

Sophomore Tanner Morris blows by a trio of defenders.
Photo by Sebastian Evans.

sophomore wide receiver Cameron
Wicks in the fourth quarter, but
the game was already far too out of
hand, ending 42-14. This pattern
has appeared too often this year,
and there is no reason why a team
capable of producing such hot starts
in several games should be unable
to continue this play in the second

half. Unless every player on the roster calls it a game at halftime, these
results are indicative of poor adjustment abilities, especially at halftime;
Lawrence’s opponents simply learn
how to defend them after two quarters and the team does not become
unpredictable enough. Perhaps the
playbook needs a change or two.

L E T ’ S G O , L AW R E N C E !

STANDINGS
FOOTBALL
North Division
TEAM
MWC
Lake Forest
4-0
St. Norbert
4-0
Ripon
2-2
Macalester
1-3
Beloit
1-3
Lawrence
0-4

OVR
7-1
5-2
3-5
3-5
1-7
1-7

South Division
Monmouth
3-0
Illinois
2-1
Chicago
2-1
Cornell
1-3
Grinnell
0-0
Knox
0-3

5-2
5-2
4-3
3-5
0-3
2-5

WOMEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Grinnell#*
9-0
10-0
Lake Forest*
8-1
11-1
St. Norbert*
7-2
8-4
Lawrence*
6-3
8-6
Cornell
5-4
8-7
Monmouth
4-5
6-8
Illinois
3-6
6-7
Beloit
2-7
3-7
Ripon
1-8
2-10
Knox
0-9
2-11
MEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
Knox*
8-1
Lake Forest*
8-1
St. Norbert* 7-1-1
Monmouth* 4-3-2
Lawrence
4-5
Cornell
3-4-2
Grinnell
3-5-1
Beloit
3-6
Illinois
2-7
Ripon
0-9

OVR
14-3-2
10-7-1
14-4-2
9-6-2
8-8-1
5-10-3
7-9-1
5-11-2
6-12-2
1-16-1

WOMEN’S SOCCER
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Knox#*
7-1-1
12-5-2
Cornell*
6-1-2
12-5-2
Monmouth*
6-3
13-4-1
Lake Forest* 5-2-2
10-5-3
St. Norbert
5-3-1
9-8-1
Grinnell
4-3-2
7-7-3
Ripon
3-4-2
5-11-2
Lawrence
2-7
9-10
Beloit
2-7
4-13
Illinois
0-9
5-13
VOLLEYBALL
TEAM
MWC
Cornell#*
8-1
St. Norbert*
8-1
Illinois*
7-2
Grinnell*
7-2
Lake Forest
4-5
Monmouth
4-5
Ripon
3-6
Knox
2-7
Lawrence
2-7
Beloit
0-9

OVR
17-10
23-8
21-7
24-4
11-14
12-16
6-19
11-18
6-20
7-15

* - Clinched MWC Tournament Berth
# - MWC Season Champion

Standings are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
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Lore-ence

“Vegatarianism Addressed in
Convocation”

The following story is satire. All events and
characters are fictional.
By Claire Zimmerman

Ink

By Allegra Taylor

Color in this drawing!

One of the best parts about
attending Lawrence University is
the frequency in which we bring
speakers to our stage to enlighten
our students. Students are allowed
to suggest convocation speakers,
which gives us the freedom to bring
in speakers that we find relevant.
A surprise addition to the convocation series was just added. This
year, by student demand, “Weird Al”
Yankovic will be making an appearance. His speech will be on his being
a vegetarian, a fact that everyone
obviously knows.
Lawrence University may have
influenced Yankovic’s decision to
stay away from talking about his
wildly successful music career.
Recently, vegans and vegetarians
alike have complained about the
lack of options at our school. As it
turns out, Yankovic is a strict vegetarian. In an interview with a news
website called OnMilwaukee, he
stated, “I am still a vegetarian, and
I try to be a vegan, but I occasionally cheat. If there’s a cheese pizza
on the band bus, I might sneak a
piece.” It is believed that higher-ups
at Lawrence University hope that
Yankovic’s speech on vegetarianism
will help students take a more lax
stance on what dining services has
to offer.
Students have reported feeling
slighted by this decision, especially
those enrolled in the conservatory.
When students elected Yankovic
to the stage, they hoped that they
would hear about his creative process. Yankovic has become a wildly
successful musician, and to not hear
about his journey is a shame. Even
more so, not hearing him perform
is a travesty. He has so much to

share in the way of creating music,
performing and making parodies of
beloved songs. Everyone is baffled
by the news of his topic. What they
found to be of value will apparently
not be touched on at all.
Everyone can get a kick out of
the funky man doing his thing, but
as it turns out, Yankovic is not going
to do anything musically related at
all. In fact, his contract for this event
specifically states that he is forbidden from talking about his musical
career or performing in any capacity.
Students feel as if the institution is
silencing creative genius.
While vegetarianism is an
important topic to discuss, to bring
in a man of such prestige and not
have him discuss any other aspect of
his life is upsetting. Vegetarianism is
a small part of Yankovic’s overall life,
but it is all that Lawrence University
is interested in hearing.
Surprisingly, vegetarians and
vegans are upset by this decision
as well. One student, Leif Eatings,
stated, “I don’t think just one person can represent a lifestyle. It’s
great that Yankovic is speaking out
about his vegetarianism, but I’d prefer someone who has done a lot of
research on the topic to speak to it.”
Eatings paused and added, “Also, I
really just want Yankovic to play his
parody song ‘Eat it.’”
Overall, the decision was met
with poor reception. Students are
hopeful that there will be a revision to the famed satirical singer’s
contract. Only time will tell what
Yankovic will do during his time at
Lawrence University.

Misdemeanor
By Tia Colbert
There was one drawback to
Eric’s job.
He took a deep breath, steeled
himself against the kid’s tears. This
was illegal. The kid was doing something illegal.
“Please, mister, I just like the
sounds. I swear — I swear no one
else even knows!”
Eric fastened the jacket securely. “It’s against the law, kid. Plain
and simple.”
His cries and pleas dissolved
into gibberish as Eric escorted him
out of the abandoned warehouse.
The light was blinding compared to
the artificial ones in the building.
Eric was going to have to tell Mr.
Trellis that they need to speed up the
renovations. There were undoubtedly more buildings like the one the kid
stumbled across. Relics from the old
times that tempt citizens to disobey.
He stuffed the kid into the waiting Misdemeanor Pod. It had been
a while since anyone had needed to
use one of them. Its door creaked
open and the seats groaned in protest of being used again. As soon
as the kid was secure, the facial
recognition software ran its scan.
Eric looked at the information that
popped up on the outside of the pod.
Stuart Novach, age 11. Legal

guardians were a 52-year-old uncle
and 51-year-old aunt. He was currently marked present at an enrichment course on the other side of
town. Eric shook his head. There
was no integrity in the schooling
system anymore. All anyone cared
about was receiving more subsidies
that the infrastructure didn’t have
to give.
Still. This Stuart Novach was
more or less a good kid. Fair grades
and high potential for future contributions to society.
“Alright, kid. You’ll just get a
warning and mandated observation
for the next six weeks. You make
sure to not catch yourself around
these parts again, you hear?” He
nodded sullenly and shrunk into the
seat.
Eric closed the door and set the
address to Stuart’s home, then the
pod was off.
If only they were all this easy.
He remembered his first case, a felony. A mother who let her daughter
get touched by the rain. He shuddered the memory away. Shuddered
away the sight of the arm and how
the burns spread.
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This Week’s Crossword
By Alex Dahl

Across
1. A belch
5. All’s well that ____ well
9. If something is happening in
the “Buckeye State” than something
is happening to you while on _____
Soil (abbr.)
10. To legally grave dig
12. College Sports
13. What a dog wears
14. The area where someone
can hear you
16. Country with states such as
Georgia, Wisconsin and Wyoming
17. Nintendo’s Game Boy
Advance _____
18. It’s one way to make potatoes
19. Needless abbreviation for
“then”
20. Filename extension
21. Sound of neutral dislike
23. e.g. The More You Know
25. First part in an incantation,
also a Pokemon
27. The Golden State, abbr.
29. A unit of electrical resistance
30. Opposite of daddies
32. Mario enemy
34. It’s found on old fruit
35. Go here to check if that
rumor you heard is true
36. Acronym for the European
Lupus Erythematosus Federation
37. They typically come in dozens
38. Teases

Down
1. 13-Across, 22-Down and
38-Across
2. To open a bottle
3. Sound of a lion
4. Gwendoline Christie’s character in new “Star Wars”
5. Something that gives off heat
in science-y terms
6. Group with the Penguins
and the Bruins
7. Largest American city on
Lake Superior
8. It’s what Hulk does
10. Prefixes with -system and
-nomics
11. “They were” in Spanish
15. Multiple dead meme gorillas
20. Synthesizer Pioneer
22. One half of a communist
symbol
23. ‘90s fad with paper discs
24. Past tense of shine
26. Big snakes
27. Tom Hanks or Tom Cruise,
for short
28. Very popular stick-figure
YouTube videos made by TomSka
31. A mayonnaise sauce without the “a”
33. This measures how fuel
efficient your car is

Last Week’s Answers

Much Love, Little Lady
By Celeste Reyes

Horoscopes
The signs as styles of lighting
By Simone Levy

Aries (Mar. 21 - Apr. 19) – wall sconce
Taurus (Apr. 20 - May 20) – bathroom
chandelier
Gemini (May 21 - Jun. 20) – traffic
light
Cancer (Jun. 21 - Jul. 22) – crystal
chandelier
Leo (Jul. 23 - Aug. 22) – string lights
Virgo (Aug. 23 - Sep. 22) – outdoor
gas street lamp
Libra (Sep. 23 - Oct. 22) – pendant
light in Starbucks
Scorpio (Oct. 23 - Nov. 21) – ceiling
fan/overhead light
Sagittarius (Nov. 22 - Dec. 21) – lights
on a vanity
Capricorn (Dec. 22 - Jan. 19) – candelabra
Aquarius (Jan. 20 - Feb. 18) – ring
light
Pisces (Feb. 19 - Mar. 20) – semi-flush
mount
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What a Game! — Sofie Schwartz

Real Womxn’s Voices: Alex Yao
Smailyn Nicasio
Columnist

_________________________________________________

The assumption that there is a universal
and singular experience as a womxn erases the
nuances and variety that exists. This column
seeks to address the many intersections that
may overlap in an individual’s life. All this is
done in an effort to celebrate the reality of womxnhood in the various ways it may be expressed.

Jack McGee
Columnist

_________________________________________________

Games have been an important part of
human history. From ancient times to modern times, games have evolved to reflect the
values, culture and the lives of the people who
created and played games. For me, games
have been a way to learn, explore and create
things in a way I was not able to with other
forms of media. Because of this, I decided to ask
other students about the games that have been
impactful on their lives as a way of encouraging others to engage with this media.
Whether it be on stage or playing around
a table, junior Sofie Schwartz is a fan of roleplaying. She is a director this year for Lawrence’s
production of “The Rocky Horror Picture Show”
and a fan of the role-playing game “Dungeons
and Dragons,” which I will refer to throughout
as “D&D”.
Schwartz is a government and an environmental studies double major. Along with
directing, she is also a member of the Lawrence
University Gaming Club.
Schwartz got into playing “D&D” with her
friends in high school. “Towards the end of
senior year I had to end up finding a new friend
group, and I had recently joined the stage crew,”
she said. “I found out that people play ‘D&D’
there and I was like, ‘I want to play that game.’
So I made friends with them and joined a ‘D&D’
group and it reshaped my senior year.”
For anyone unfamiliar, “D&D” is an iconic
game where a group of people get together,
make characters and go on different adventures
led by dungeon master, or game master as some
prefer to be called. Originally published in 1974,
this fantasy, role-playing, improvisation game
has had several updates and has seen a big
resurgence on the gaming scene over the past
decade.
In “D&D,” there are a few ways to play.
When looking specifically at adventures, the
dungeon master can create an adventure, known
as a home brew setting, or choose from a
plethora of premade adventures, as the mas-

Junior Sofie Schwartz.
Photo by Zhixuan Lyu.

ter of Schwartz’s high school group did. “The
group I was with was also pretty new to ‘D&D,’”
Schwartz said. “Throughout senior year, a couple of them were working on a very complicated
home brew setting that we were planning to play
over the summer. Throughout the year though,
we were mostly playing prewritten campaigns.”
Being a theater kid, Schwartz felt very confident in the role-playing aspect of “D&D.” She
also really enjoys creating characters and being
in this open-sandbox world where she is free to
explore and do what she wants. “D&D” was also
linked to a play that she was an assistant director for in high school. “‘She Kills Monsters’ is a
really interesting play about a girl whose sister
died,” Schwartz said. “When going through her
dead sister’s stuff, she comes across a ‘D&D’
module that her sister was writing.” She continued, “She goes on to play the campaign as a way
of feeling connected to her dead sister and learns
a bunch of secrets about her sister’s life. That is
what inspired me to get into the world of D&D.’”
“D&D” helped build Schwartz’s community, which then translated well into Lawrence’s
“D&D” community. “A lot of people here do a lot
of home brew stuff which has been a really cool
difference between here and my past group,”
Schwartz said. Since coming to Lawrence, she
also said she has gotten better with engaging
with the world her characters find themselves
in. “I think my first four characters were all
named Phillip,” she said. “They definitely had
different backstories, but they were all named
Phillip. I think now I have started getting more
involved in the world and story rather than just
the character.” She continued, “This has helped
with diving into the details that many people can
miss out on when first starting out. Because this
is a lot longer of a form, you really get to know
your character and you get to discover things in
a way that is difficult in a shorter time.”
Schwartz continues playing “D&D” to this
day. It continues to fuel her creative side that has
come from years of theater. With dice in hand,
she makes a roll to continue the adventure she is
currently on with the rag-tag group of compatriots she has come to call friends.

The memory of the skyscrapers that dominated the skyline of her home brings comfort to
junior Alex Yao. The heaviness of homesickness
is a familiar feeling that many of us can relate
to, but when Yao begins to feel weighed down,
she focuses instead on the work she achieved to
come to Lawrence and the remarkable transformation she has gone through.
The difference between Yao’s hometown
in China and Appleton can only be imagined by
those who have not witnessed it themselves. This
imagination, however, can lead to misconceptions. With one foot in each culture, Yao refuses
to let those misconceptions run rampant. She is
now in a country where strangers will brazenly
walk up to her and crack jokes about how glad
she must be to be outside of China or dismiss
her because of her accent and finds herself to
be more outspoken than she ever imagined she
could be.
Yao says that her ability to defend herself
has developed since coming to Lawrence. “My
family taught me by putting me down,” she
admitted. “They thought that could push me to
do better, but it did not. So, I grew up really selfconscious and sensitive.” When she recalls her
childhood, it is with the image of her head dutifully down and focused solely on her academics.
Therefore, when Yao first arrived at Lawrence,
the idea of being different was so startling that
she thought there was no other option but to
depend on such tactics and try to blend in as
much as possible. “I was trying really hard to
fit in, because otherwise I felt like I would be
lonely,” she said. “I was kind of ashamed of

myself. I was trying so hard to get rid of my
accent. I felt being different was the worst thing.”
She continued to bow her head and silence the
urge to speak, fearing that it would make her
presence known.
But, the quiet freshman that arrived to
campus three years ago would be in awe of the
person that she has become. The simple act of
putting oneself first before the needs of others
took time to unlearn, but it is one Yao practices
daily. Now, she has no qualms about speaking up
in class, letting her voice be heard and leading
the discussion.
Yao credits much of her transformation to
her participation on the Lawrence University
Community Council (LUCC), where she witnessed an acceptance of diversity and had her
voice encouraged. The council members all came
from diverse backgrounds and yet were not
cowed by that. Yao considered that notion to
be radical at the time, and she currently tries to
relay it to other Chinese international students.
She also feels she owes much to the friends
she has met on campus. Because the distance
between her and her family is so vast, she considers them her own found family and depends
on them in the same way. Acutely aware of who
she is and who she wants to be, she tries to find
inspiration among her friends and protect them
in the way she feels they have protected her.
“Because I come from a different background,” Yao said, “I have a different perspective
that people need to hear. I try to pass what I have
learned to my other Chinese friends, especially
about when they also struggle with their identities.” She continued, “Being a person of color in
America is difficult, and for some time I felt weak
and doubted my decision to come here. But not
anymore.”
The lessons Yao has learned in the past
three years are ones that have fundamentally
changed her. She describes herself currently as
“adaptive,” but not for the sake of assimilating
as she previously desired. Instead, Yao looks at
her journey so far and takes inspiration from
her independence. Any adaption or change that
develops next will not be for anybody but herself.

Junior Alex Yao.
Photo by Sarah Navy.

Graphic by Max Craig.
Playlist by Allegra Taylor.
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Liam Wood

Big Momma’s House: Volume VI

Columnist

_________________________________________________

There is a tendency among Lawrentians
to assume that the city of Appleton is an uninteresting place, leading many to rarely leave
campus. This column seeks to profile spots in
the city to burst your Lawrence bubble, while
I use my experience as a townie to give them
a side by side comparison with my eponymous
mom’s house.
Oh Lawrentians, will your suffering ever
end? Are you to never find release from that
bone-headed behemoth draining our school
dry? Bon Appétit has taken everything from us.
Sprecher’s, swipe sharing, Snapple and steak
Saturdays have all fallen victim to Bon Appétit’s
vendetta against the letter “S.” I have heard your
cries and seen your posts on the meme page.
There are righteous souls out there who will fight
for you, stage a protest next week for you. And,
my own contribution will be to provide you with
the very best alternatives to Bon Appétit that
Appleton can provide. This is the story of the Fox
River Valley’s culinary heavyweights: Mihm’s
Charcoal Grill and my mom’s house.
“This is decadent.” My friend took another
bite of his burger, butter and grease dripping
down his fingers. It is 8 p.m., and I am sitting
in my crappy, homemade romper across from
my friend who I managed to drag along with
me — let us call him Marvin. I look down at my
own burger, still whole and ready to drop into
my gut, feeling the cool leather of the booth on
my butt cheeks as my romper rides up far too
high, and realize maybe I should not have worn
something so liable to come apart at the seams
to this restaurant.

There is only one way to describe Mihm’s:
well-oiled comfort food. They serve classic
American fare such as burgers, shakes and
french fries. Everything on the menu can in fact
be sorted into those three categories: burgers,
deep fried appetizers and shakes. It is the sort
of food your boomer parents swerve into the exit
ramp for when they see a billboard advertising a
‘50s style diner on I-43. But unlike those other
burger bars, Mihm’s is a boutique. Everything
about it screams so; they do not accept cards,
they use a charcoal grill, it is notoriously difficult to find the right street to turn down and
they are impossible to stumble onto by accident.
Picture the eponymous mansion from David
Mitchell’s “Slade House,” with 90% less soul
sucking monsters.
Reviewing this place is not hard. If you
are a vegetarian, you will hate it. Otherwise, it
will be your new favorite food. It is small, it is
artisanal and most of all, it is greasy. Grease is
the new Lamp.
On the other side of the world — let us be
honest, Appleton is our world — is my momma’s house. I recently received some hate mail
directed towards my mom’s house concerning
the most recent article about Monkey Joe’s. We
have some big Monkey Joe’s fans at this school,
and these people were enraged that Monkey
Joe’s was beaten by my mom’s house. Some even
questioned how great my mom’s house could
really be. I will not tell you that these people are
mentally inept baboons because I already told
them that in my response letters before promptly throwing their letters in the trash. The trash
at my mom’s house, it should be noted, is much
smaller than the trash at Mihm’s, which occupies
a whole dumpster. Mihm’s is a boutique burger
bar, but they still produce enough trash to fill a
truck and that taints the ambiance a little bit.

Senior Max Craig (pseudonym Marvin).
Photo by Peter Lagershausen.

Mihm’s lacks both the hardwood floors
and the crusty shag carpet of my mom’s house.
Therefore, it also lacks also the excitement that
comes when moving from one to the other, especially when sock surfing. Sock surfing with your
burger is just one of the many things you cannot
do with your burger at Mihm’s that you could do
at my mom’s house. You could also play “Super
Mario Galaxy 2” while eating a burger or shower
while eating a burger, to name two great options.
And, while you could cry while eating a burger at
Mihm’s as well as my mom’s house, you will face
far less judgement at my mom’s house.

Both Mihm’s and my mom’s house have
their drawbacks. Neither are on Uber Eats and
they are both hard to find; Mihm’s in a saucy,
flirtatious way that is designed to cultivate a private and loyal coterie of fans, my mom’s house
because she says I should not put its location
in a newspaper. But, Mihm’s falls short in just
enough areas to give my mom’s house the win,
and I thank God there are far fewer Mihm’s
fans to make a stink about this than there were
Monkey Joe’s bros.

Photo Feature: Leisure Time at the VR

Top left: A bartender hard at work serving students
Top right: A band of Lawrentians socializing
Bottom left: More Lawrentians socializing near the
game tables
Photos by Anton Zemba
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Vocal professor gives recital

Erin O’Brien
Staff Writer

______________________________________

On Nov. 3, Professor of Music
Karen Leigh-Post preformed a vocal
recital in the Lawrence Memorial
Chapel to an attentive audience of
students, staff and community members. After ending the final notes of
the eerily discordant “Furthermore”
by Christine Davis, she joked that the
first 40 minutes comprised what she
called the “baby-boomer” half of the
show, primarily consisting of stillliving composers, though she noted
the selections were from a diverse
mix of male and female musicians as
well as from composers of different
ethnic backgrounds. The texts of the
performance, handed out to the audience before the show, shared a common theme of searching for a sense of
home in the face of disruption.
The second piece of the program,
the Pawnee “Song to the Trees and
Streams” was a piece commissioned
with cello to celebrate nature in the
face of a plant threatening to encroach
on Pawnee land. The composer made
a powerful, conscious choice to focus
on the nature the Pawnee wanted to
preserve rather than an indictment of
the plant, thereby giving voice to the
future they desired instead of focusing
on what they did not want to happen.
The piece encapsulated a profound
reverence for nature, opening with a
rich, deep cello intro that softened into
subtle pizzicato with the introduction

of voice. The voice and cello moved
together dialectically, mirroring relationships in nature as the cello filled
vocal rests. Alice Fletcher, an ethnomusicologist cited in Leigh-Post’s
program, wrote that the Pawnee Hako
ceremony emphasizes that humans
depend on the family for peace and
happiness, ultimately expanding the
family circle to include those not in
the bloodline. It is at this point that
the traditional “Song to the Trees and
Streams” is sung, as a monument to
the familial value of nature.
The next two pieces, “Ask Me”
and “Quo Vadis,” poems by William
Stafford set to music, built on the
theme of nature’s significance in one’s
life and returned to the overarching
persistence of home. Both portrayed
rivers as pensive places to visit in
search of wisdom and change. In the
latter poem, Stafford contemplated
the possibility of the nomadic nature
of rivers being fulfilling for humans,
asking “Is there a way to be gone and
still belong? / Travel that takes you
home?”
The subsequent pieces, “Crossing
Brooklyn Ferry” with poetry by Walt
Whitman, “Going Back” by Marina L.
Roscher and “Memories of Prague”
by Petr Ginz, slightly deviated from
the themes of nature and moved on
to the familiarity and love of cities
and their buildings and how deeply
they are missed in absence. Roscher’s
appreciation of a cathedral in “Going
Back” set up a religious background

Professsor Leigh-Post with accompanists in Lawrence Memorial Chapel.
Photo by Taylor Blackson.

for the celestial pleas later presented
in Langston Hughes’ “Prayer” and
Chinook Psalter’s “Agnus Dei,” begging for home and consolation for
those who expect, as Hughes wrote,
“no love from above.”
Leigh-Post filled what she

Senior theatre majors
collaborate on capstone
Mads Layton
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Last weekend, the theatre department presented their show “Into a
Void, Out From the Light” to four separate audiences in Stansbury Theatre.
The show was devised in collaboration
with several seniors — Flora Aubin,
Samantha Torres and Illyana Yates
— for their senior capstone projects,
as well as the J. Thomas and Julie
E. Hurvis Professor of Theatre and
Drama and Professor of Theatre Arts,
Timothy X. Troy, and a company of
performers.
Upon looking at the program,
audience members could see that this
production was labelled as a “DanceTheatre Collage.” This distinction
informed how the audience should
approach the piece. It was clearly a
brainchild of many different people,
as was illustrated in the collection of
scenes that swing in a pendulum-like
manner from joyful to strange and
sometimes to a place that felt almost
apocalyptic and solemn. Because of
the erratic nature of the piece, the
audience was urged to view separate
scenes almost in their own vacuums,
as there were whispers of resonanc-

es, but not quite solid connections
between the scenes that made up this
show.
The set featured three large panels set at the base with boxes that slid
out to accommodate the actors standing at different levels. When backlit,
silhouettes of the performers could
be seen through the transparent fabric that stretched over window-like
panes. These performers scattered on
and off the stage, clad in loose, ombredyed jumpsuits that were designed
and created by Lawrence’s own costume studio. The brightly colored
costumes in opposition with a set
that was much more muted, added
to the energy the performance sought
to bring.
Aside from being a collaboration
between cast members and crew, it
was apparent throughout the show
that the audience was meant to be
pulled right into the action as well
and contribute their feelings to the
mix already on the stage. At the beginning of the piece the audience was
asked to breathe with the performers
throughout their performance, and it
was likely that the entire audience was
painstakingly aware of their breath
and if it was in unison with everyone
else.

described as the “lighter half” of the
show following intermission with a
selection of German pieces including “Die Nonne” (The Nun) by
Johan Ludwig Uhland, “Scheidend”
(Parting) by Felix Mendelssohn, and
“Six Duets” set by Mendelssohn, once

again cementing the theme of nature
in familiarity and home. Leigh-Post
assembled an incredibly cohesive,
poignant and thought-provoking program and executed it exquisitely, leaving no mystery behind her numerous
operatic successes.

Follow our social
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Torres’ section, where she wielded a stick that she balanced and swung
in front of her, made the audience
lean in to hear more. Her recounting of coming to Lawrence hit home
with others who have had similar
experiences of insecurity and growth.
Another notable piece of the show
was a nerve-wracking solo section by
senior Thomas Dubnicka, who utilized
the microphone and its noise by dragging it along the floor, slamming it
against his leg and whirling it around
in the air over his head. The tension from the audience was palpable;
the mistreatment of the microphone
brought an anxiousness associated
with how unceremoniously he used it
compared to its usual function.
The piece also held collage
aspects in the way it brought in sound.
Old radio audio, including but not
limited to the moon landing audio,
was scattered throughout the production. There were also readings of
poetry and even of a Turkish recipe
that was read by one performer and
acted out by the rest. In each aspect of
the piece, the performers did just as
the program asserted, as they worked
to “fuse the alchemy of movement,
sound, and light.”
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Student DJs meet with WPR producer
Camille Robertson

Staff Writer
______________________________________

On Nov. 1, several students had
the opportunity to meet with Cydne
Gillard, a producer at WFMT Chicago
Radio, in an intimate setting in a
conference room in the Conservatory.
Students were able to ask Gillard a
variety of questions, mostly concerning the work she does on the show she
produces called “Exploring Music.”
The show is hosted by conductor, composer, music-educator and
award-winning radio personality Bill
McGlaughlin. According to the WFMT
website, the show is “an expedition
through the world of classical music.”
Each week, a new theme is chosen
and explored. There are currently over
200 episodes, the most recent three
entitled, “Curse of the Ninth! Ninth
Symphonies,” begging the question,
“Why did so many of music’s great
symphonists die after completing
their ninth symphony?; “Green and
Pleasant Land,” exploring “the pastoral musical landscapes of the British
Isles;” and “Maiden Voyages,” about
the first symphonic efforts of several
great composers.

Gillard was able to tell us about
many of the ins and outs of producing a successful radio show, which
was particularly fascinating to WLFM
Radio DJs in attendance, including senior Molly Reese, the head of
WLFM Radio.
Gillard has a very impressive
academic history, having transferred
between several universities, including San Francisco State University,
Yale University and Wesleyan
University. She has always been
involved in classical music in some
way, shape or form. A music teacher
herself, she has an excellent ear and
talent for mixing “Exploring Music,”
often working in applications like
ProTools. Mixing sound is certainly
an art form in and of itself, as it is
the act of creating sound effects from
scratch. Gillard does not do this, but
we spent a lot of time in the meeting
discussing the work of Foley artists
and how unique sounds are created
that are not simply downloaded from
an online sound library and plopped
into a mix. Gillard is quite particular
about the music and sounds they use
on the show. “I’m very opinionated
about what I do,” she said.
Students inquired about decision

making in editing and producing and
how Gillard can decide what is “worth
it” in sound decisions. She answered
honestly that it depends on when the
project is due, and she must remind
herself that the finished product, even
when it is not perfectly in line with the
vision, is simply “different, not better.” She said that what truly matters
is that listeners can hear every word
McGlaughlin is saying.
Gillard was also interested in us,
the students, and the inner workings
of the shows that go on at WLFM
Radio. We each described our shows
and their premises — that is, if they
had one at all — and joked about the
lack of weekly listeners, all agreeing
that we often acknowledge on-air that
there is likely no audience for what
we are saying. Of course, that is not
really the point of doing a radio show
on WLFM; it is more to gain journalistic experience, increase creativity,
get more comfortable with one’s own
voice and have fun.
Tune in to “Exploring Music”
Monday through Friday at 7 p.m.
If you are interested in participating in WLFM Radio, email Molly
Reese at molly.c.reese@lawrence.edu.

IGLU performs, collaborates
with dancers

Ursa Anderson
Staff Writer

______________________________________

ADVERTISE
EXPOSURE

On Oct. 30, the Improvisational
Group of Lawrence University (IGLU)
had their first performance of the
year in the Esch Hurvis Studio in
the Warch Campus Center. IGLU is
an ensemble on campus that focuses
on improvisational work, usually by
means of music and sound, utilizing
instruments, vocals and other collected objects to create a desired audial
experience. This term, the group collaborated with Instructor of Dance
Margaret Paek, as well as their director, Instructor of Music Matt Turner.
The ensemble also added dancers
from Dance Collective Ensemble.
Combining the forces of music and
movement created a new creative
force to behold, one that pushed the
boundaries previously set by IGLU.
Once the room reached a lull
in noise, the ensemble took formation in front of the audience. A few
students stood with instruments, an
accordion and cello most notably, but
most students just stood alone, staring blankly forward. Then there was
a collective hum that started to fill
the space. The resonance from all the
voices felt like a warm embrace. This
was followed with slight movement

as bodies turned left just slightly. As
the low hum continued, there was a
slight variance in the timbre of vocals,
constructing a unique texture, not
unlike a didgeridoo. Once they were
all facing the windows, the volume
rose, escalating the built tension. Each
person rotated until they had come
full circle back to the front, eventually
ending the hum and falling silent.
Then, with a sudden clap from
the ensemble and their directors,
the performers dispersed to the side
chairs of the room as Paek and Turner
called out members’ names to make
their way to the front. From that
point, the students who were called
either decided to bring their instruments or just themselves to perform a
short improvisational piece with their
fellow selected members. This resulted in a number of very unique performances from each small group. Each
time there was a different atmosphere
created, depending on the movements
from dancers and sounds from instrumentalists. They were ominous, worrisome, angry, intense, curious, eerie
and just about anything else depending on the interpretation of any audience member. Improvisation allows
a creative role from the watchers in
this way. They are not prepared in
the same way that the performers are;

Make your
message
stand out
and be
heard.

they can take and interpret the performance into whatever they believe
it should be.
The end of a piece was signaled
by a count off and a collective clap by
the performers, when the directors
would then call off the next section
of people to present their improvisation. After a few segments, Paek
and Turner began giving the students
parameters for each performance.
This constrained and shaped what the
students could bring into the space.
These constructions included “start
together,” “ together with constant
motion” or “solos.” How these parameters were met led to interesting ways
of how students moved themselves,
played their instrument or, in many
cases, moved while simultaneously
playing their instrument.
The final short piece included all
of the members of the ensemble. This
powerful performance resembled a
bizarre wasteland of sorts. It felt like
the room had been transformed into
its own world apart from Lawrence.
There was conflict and stillness put
together in a peculiar way that struck
the space.
IGLU only has one performance
per term, so the next time they will be
performing is Winter Term on Feb. 19.
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A Pair of Nifties:
The Hollywood to
Broadway pipeline

Liam Wood
Columnist

______________________________________

If you chant “Bloody Mary”
three times, you can summon Bloody
Mary. And if you say Swiper the
Fox’s name three times, he is banished. So what happens if you and
a friend chant “Swiper, no swiping” and “Bloody Mary” at the same
time? Would both be summoned?
Banished? Would you summon a
different entity entirely or a black
hole? I think what happens is what
happens when you combine any two
things that work well on their own,
like movies and musicals: a convoluted mess.
“The Death of the Movie
Musical” was the title of an article
on Buzzfeed, and the gist of it was
that Hollywood was overwhelming
of the aforementioned opinion that
musicals and movies no longer mix.
To those who agree with this article,
you are wrong. Musicals and movies
mix and Hollywood knows it; the
problem is not that Hollywood hates
musicals, but rather that Hollywood
is making the wrong ones. Hollywood
is making “Cats.” And this is a huge
mistake.
The musicals Hollywood chooses to adapt are those which already
boast resounding success on the
stage. “The Phantom of the Opera,”
“The Lion King,” “Into The Woods.”
All the classics of theater have been
adapted for the screen. What a mistake. Movies should instead be made
from all the other musicals that are
not big names, starting with the
bombs. Do I want to see a movie version of “Chicago?” Not really. Do I
want to see a movie version of “Holla
if You Hear Me?” Hell yes. Do I want
a movie version of “Evita?” Pass.
How about “Spiderman: Turn Off
The Dark?” Take my money now. A
cinematic “Guys and Dolls” can go
take a hike, because the odds that I
see it live from a high school, amateur, regional or touring company
are high. But where am I going to see
“Via Galactica,” if not on the screen?
I was made aware of this issue
in a very innocuous way, when I
was assigned to do a project on the
musical “Wild Party.” The synopsis
on Wikipedia caught my interest. It
was based on a poem, like “Cats,” but
promised far more plot and about
the same amount of sex. But when
I went to the library the next morning, I was sucked into a black hole
of fruitless database searches and
hounding the librarians for a copy of
the movie. The tragedy? There was
no movie. There is no movie version
of the musical, leaving me high and
dry (and scrambling for a date night
plan B). Where am I ever going to see
this properly, if not in musical form?

Is someone going to revive this show
very few people have heard of? Is a
high school going to put on a show
about orgies, domestic violence,
drugs, partying, pretty much everything about which high schools hang
posters warning kids away from?
This is the problem with
Broadway (among other problems):
only mega-successful properties are
sustainable. But instead of picking
up the slack, regional theater and
Hollywood exacerbate this representation disparity by producing, for the
most part, the hits and only the hits.
When the shows that migrate out
of Broadway into local theaters and
local cinemas are the big behemoth
shows that run for years, the smaller
shows with smaller engagements
are effectively erased. We all know
that if we want to see “Phantom of
the Opera,” there will damn well
be some touring company or some
high school drama director happy
to oblige you. But for the sake of our
culture, and for my own personal
sanity, we have got to be better about
preserving through film the shows
which will not spawn revival after
revival, the shows which run their
engagement and then move on. We
need to preserve not just the shows
with through-the-roof production
values, with scripts and scores that
appeal to the widest possible audience — often “dumbing it down” for
the tourists and international audiences who make up a hefty chunk
of Broadway’s revenue — but also
the wacky shows with niche appeal,
the mediocre shows that fizzle, the
shows without big names attached,
the shows without an iconic, wordless and instantly recognizable poster, the shows that were kind of weird
and based on a poem and, most of
all, the bombs. If there is one area in
which Broadway can beat any other
medium, it is in the sheer audacity
and watchable-ness of its flops. This
is what needs to be immortalized in
film. Broadway bombs will save the
movie musical.
Of course, I thank Lawrence’s
non-denominational deity every day
for the website BroadwayHD. This is
like Opera on demand, the streaming service to which Lawrence has
a subscription, but cooler — and
therefore, without a Lawrence school
account. It is nowhere near comprehensive, but it does have high quality recordings of recent broadway
shows.
(If halfway through this article
you found yourself thinking, “Wait,
didn’t the ‘Lion King’ movie come
before the musical?” then please log
on to Facebook, post “Liam Wood is
a half-brained fool,” and please be
sure to share a link to my article.)
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Staff Editorial:

New CA operations challenge community-building initiatives
Returning students may have noticed a change at their residence halls. Resident Life Advisors (RLAs)
have evolved into Community Advisors (CAs). Along with the name change, the way duty hours operate
and how programs are defined have also been modified. While the name suggests that these new changes
would create a better sense of community, some feel that it has the opposite effect.
CAs spend fewer duty hours at the desk. There are still the same number of duty hours during the
week; however, many of these hours are not spent at the desk anymore. CAs are available by phone to
come to the desk. Grace Krueger, a junior CA in Hiett Hall voiced her concern with this change, “Some
students are intimidated to call the duty phone and are afraid they’re bothering the CA, so they’ll wait
until the weekends when there is a CA at the desk to ask for something small like toilet paper.” Because of
this additional barrier, CAs may have a more difficult time fostering community and being there for the
students who need them. Junior Plantz CA O’Ryan Brown weighed in as well: “The most traffic happens at
the desk. So if I want to be visible while I’m on duty, I’ll stay at the desk. I don’t think it’s effective to just
take the phone and stay in your room.”
CAs have impacts, which are planned events with a set goal, which requires a lot of paperwork beforehand including pre- and post-program reports. There are lots of hoops for CAs to jump through before an
impact can be approved. While it suggests that the activities that are being planned are well thought out
and will likely have a larger impact on residents, it constrains the CAs and creates far more work. Brown
explained, “Often, you’ll be deterred from doing something you think would be fun to do with your hall
because it isn’t completely fleshed out. The alternative would be to do an ‘involvement,’ but that doesn’t
count for anything. It feels weird that everything we get credit for has to meet the criteria of an ‘impact.’”
This puts added pressure on CAs who are students first and are juggling this job along with classes, homework, clubs and potentially other jobs. If the required impacts that they came up with are not thorough or
interesting enough, it’s back to the drawing board.
CAs also have involvements, which are spontaneous and less intentional. Krueger explained, “The
addition of involvements is a positive change, because last year we’d have to fill out a program report for all
our events, and involvements are a good way to get credit for what you’re doing without it being a big deal.”
The third change is interactions. As a CA, you have to have an interaction with all your residents. You
ask what’s been going on in their life and get to know them — it reminds residents that you’re available as
a resource. While this is a positive change in terms of connecting with residents, Krueger commented that
the lack of desk duty shifts makes this more difficult. “The new focus of the CA position is building personal
connections with your residents, and I think that it’s a lot easier for me to do that when you I see students
passing at the desk and they can come to me, rather than when I have to go to them and knock on their
doors. That way, they can choose when they want to interact with me, rather than me pushing it on them.”
These interactions are a positive change if students are open and comfortable with communicating with
their CAs. However, it also has the potential to backfire and push residents away as well as puts strain on
CAs to try and create conversations by interrupting students’ space and catching them off-guard.
Lawrence has CAs to foster as a sense of community within its residence halls. However, these new
changes currently seem to advertise the opposite. These differences may be especially jarring to those who
are used to the old system. Perhaps CAs will become more effective as students acclimate.

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Max Craig, at lawrentian@lawrence.edu. We
review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit for clarity,
decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be
more than 350 words.

Masking boredom

Mara Kissinger
Staff Writer

_______________________________________

Have you ever sat down to
write an essay or finally get that
assignment done and really could
not be bothered to do it with your
full attention? Congratulations.
You are a normal college student.
We all generally accept that there
will be classes that we just care
less about than others. There will
also be times when school just
takes the back seat to everything
else in our lives. But I have to
wonder why we also seem to have
this culture of expecting everyone
to give 100% to every single class
and every single assignment.
Despite the fact that BS-ing
and skimming is an everyday
practice, I have often felt compelled to perform fascination and
engagement on days when I really
exist in a totally different headspace. I do my best to keep on
task and focus — basically, to
force myself to care in moments
when I really do not. I personally
find this to be a rather strange and
sometimes even disturbing trend,
but I also see no way around it.
In life, we often have to care
about, focus on or give energy to
things that we have no interest
in, like bills and meetings and
company retreats. So theoretically, you could argue that this is
what college is setting us up to do:
at least try to care about things
we really do not care about. The
only problem is that it sometimes
feels as though in college there is
not much of a point in trying to
care. Good grades are fine, but
your survival does not depend on
an A in that one class. In fact, so
long as you leave with a degree in
your hand and have no intention
of going to graduate school, there

exists no real need to get higher
than a passing grade. So why do
we still do this game of pretend,
putting effort into things that we
actually care very little about?
The pessimist in me says that
it must be because our society
insists so much on our success
that even when it has no impact
on our survival, we still have to
perform well. The optimist in me
pipes up to suggest that it must be
because we do all want to care, we
are just sometimes impeded. The
realist that I hope I am tells me
that everyone just has their own
motivations which are probably
a mix of the above statements
and many other reasons. But I
do think that college is set up in
such a way that we cannot help
but reach endlessly for that better
grade — a feat that requires us to
pretend to care.
The fundamental problem
that I have is that it seems to me
like a block to natural growth
rather than a bolster. Instead of
fostering genuine interest in different topics and pushing us to be
motivated by our own learning,
we are often stuck in classes we
have no interest in, faking rapt
attention. The system rewards
not true and genuine effort but
the appearance of it, and college
seems like a rather sad place for
your life to be fake-it-till-youmake-it oriented.
I have no solution to this
problem. I think it speaks to a
broader and larger societal problem of obsession with achievement. But until the issue is
resolved, I think it is safe to say
that we should be able to take off
our caring masks once in a while
and allow ourselves to genuinely
not care every so often.

On the Cusp of Enlightenment: An Advice Column

Simone Levy

Columnist
_________________________________

Looking for answers? In
need of advice from a Taurussun, Virgo-moon, Gemini-rising?
Think you can stump me? Email
Simone at simone.a.levy@lawrence.edu with your own questions and you just might be featured in next week’s column.
Dear Simone,
Can you explain types of
faults and boundaries, geologically speaking?
Signed, Dave Matthews
Dear Dave,
I’ll do my best to recount my
knowledge from freshman year
geology class.
At an ocean/continent or
ocean/ocean convergent boundary, a subduction zone is created,
meaning there is an increase in
seismic activity as well as volcanic activity. As for elevation,
at an ocean/continent convergent
boundary, you would see moun-

tains on one side, probably. At an
ocean/ocean convergent boundary, you would get a trench and
deeper seismic activity along with
volcanic activity.
At a continent/continent
convergent boundary, you would
see mountains because both of
the continental crusts would be
pushing against each other, which
then creates mountains. This
would be a symmetrical boundary
with shallow seismic activity and
no volcanic activity. An example
of this is the Himalayas.
At an ocean/ocean divergent
boundary, the seafloor is spreading, so the crust is very new closest
to the fault line. There are shallow
earthquakes specifically along the
fault line and not extending outwards really at all. You would also
have volcanic activity at this midocean ridge. An example of this
is how the North American Plate
and the Eurasian Plate are moving apart from each other and the
Atlantic Ocean is getting larger
each year.
At a transform boundary,
the plates are sliding against

each other, which generates massive shallow seismic activity, not
really any volcanic activity and
not really any mountains or sea
floor spreading is relevant here.
An example of this is the San
Andreas Fault going through
Southern California. This is why
there are so many earthquakes in
Los Angeles.
Any and all of this information is subject to revision.
Signed, Simone
Dear Simone,
I’m scared of black widows!
Help!
Signed, Hugh Jass
Dear Mr. Jass,
Allow me to show you the
text of a flier I have produced that
will hopefully quell your fears of
these beautiful and gorgeous and
sexy creatures:
Black Widow Facts:
In the U.S. each year, about
2,200 people report being bitten
by a black widow spider, but most
do not require medical treatment.
Many bites have no venom

injected — these are called “dry
bites.”
Each year, only about 12 bites
are considered serious, and no
deaths from a black widow bite
have been reported in over 100
years.
Contrary to popular belief,
most people who are bitten suffer
no serious damage.
Fun Fact: Since the venom is
not likely to be life threatening,
antivenom has been used as pain
relief.
Fun Fact: Because black widows are such docile creatures,
they are often kept as pets!
Black Widows:
Have extremely poor eyesight
Are unlikely to bite
Only bite when they cannot
escape/are pinned down
Prefer to play dead instead
of bite.

Dear Simone,
Why should I believe that
tarantulas are “sexy”? Isn’t that…
a little weird?
Signed, Eura Snotball

Dear Sir Snotball,
I am someone who is, unfortunately, a picky eater. I do not
really like cheese, and I do not like
avocados, condiments, squashes,
zucchini, cucumber, beets, Greek
yogurt, honey, cashews and whole
grain pasta, among many other
things. This is an unlikeable quality of mine and is something I
work toward changing every day
of my life. But I do understand
that it is not sexy of me to not
like mac and cheese. Spiders, on
the other hand? They will eat literally anything. That is so sexy
of them. Tarantulas in particular have an extremely varied diet
and are known to eat centipedes,
millipedes, other spiders, lizards,
mice, bats, birds and even small
snakes. I literally would never eat
any of those things, except for,
like, chicken, because that is a
bird. That is so sexy of them to
eat so many things that I would
not eat.
Signed, Simone

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them. All
facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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What in the World:
On naval debauchery

Luther Abel
Columnist

Sailors are a perfidious lot of
rabble-rousers if ever there were
any. Take four steps outside any
naval base and you will find three
establishments: strip clubs, strip
bars and strip payday loan stores
— I exaggerate only slightly. Two
heavily mortgaged Ford Mustangs
and a Harley will be hang-doggedly for sale in the parking lot
adjacent, because some young
sailor thought an $800 monthly
payment was doable on $1600
per month pay. Suffice it to say
that sailors live fast and loose as
a general rule. But why is this the
case and is there a way to stymy
such recklessness?
Let us inspect the life of a
sailor to better understand him.
Deployed sailors typically work
12- to 16-hour days, with no weekends or days off, for months at
a time. Moreover, the available
hours for sleep are unlikely to
be continuous, as they are often
interrupted for drills or mandatory training. Even when the opportunity arises to sleep, aircraft will
be launching and landing a few
dozen feet above your head —
hardly the sound of a burbling
stream to lull one to sleep. Of
course, there is also always the
chance some Podunk country or
militant group wants to take a
shot at you — not ideal for you
in the short-term or them in the
long-term.
Eventually, the ship docks in
some foreign port, let’s say the
Philippines. The sailor emerges
from the raucous cocoon of the
ship with his entire paycheck in
hand — not having had the opportunity to spend it over the last
month — and thinks, “I deserve a
drink.” A summary of his evening
can be catalogued thus: he gets a

drink to unwind and forget about
his worries; then another, forgetting his tolerance for alcohol has
become almost nil since he has
been at sea; gets a third — possibly eleventh — drink and he is
likely fully sauced and decides he
would like to visit a strip club.
He totters over to the club
and proceeds to spend an unholy
sum of money to feel momentarily
important. Having run through
most, if not all, of his funds at
this juncture, he becomes irritable and, historically speaking,
has a proclivity towards taking
a swing at his cab driver on the
way back to the ship. The police
understandably get involved and
he finds himself sitting in the
drunk tank with all of the other
sailors who forgot their manners
and lack of alcohol tolerance.
Certainly some of the issue
is with the long-standing culture
of alcohol dependency in the military, specifically the Navy. An
appalling, oft-repeated joke is
that by the time an enlisted member makes Chief (E-7), they will
have three DUIs and two divorces. These are not the makings of a
well-adjusted individual.
The saddest account I heard
while stationed in San Diego was
of a drunken sailor who, driving
at high speed back to base while
intoxicated, went off the side of
the on-ramp to the Coronado Bay
Bridge and crushed a family picnicking in the park underneath
the bridge.
This is devastating stuff. I
have watched this story play out
time and again and it really needs
to stop for the sake of the sailors,
the public and the girls (and boys)
who are often trafficked to support the lascivious trades.

Michele Haeberlin

Roomies ‘n ramen

Staff Writer

______________________________________

See page 12

I am a twin. Therefore, much
of my childhood was spent always
with my sister — in matching
outfits, of course — and our constant proximity meant sharing a
room too. We slept in a room half
decorated with her Kim Possible
posters and half smothered in my
unicorn decorations. Although we
had some arguments when she
wanted to rearrange my unicorns
or I thought her dolls actually
belonged in the hallway or flung
out the window, we got along well
enough. I used to think because
of that I was prepared for having
a roommate in college.
But oh boy was I wrong. Let’s
flashback to freshman year, shall
we? There I was, thinking it would
be a year of smooth sailing with
my many prior years of experience of having another person
all up in my business all the time
from my lovely sister. But that
was not the case at all.
Freshman year I found out
that I was really, really bad at
self-advocacy. Things would happen that bothered me or bothered
my roommate and we did not
have a healthy level of communication between us in order to
fix those things before they got
worse. Much of that was my own
problem and my own unwillingness to try and dip my toes into
the pool of confrontation because
I was too scared of it.
From the start of my freshman year to that summer, I ended
up having three different roommates due to my inability to selfadvocate and confront issues
through healthy communication. As I look back on my attitude then, I am filled with regret
because I lost some friendships
every time I moved to a different dorm. And I cannot say these
last two years I really worked

aforementioned behaviors and
more like them can all be avoided!
How? Wave back to your CA when
they wave at you! Leave their door
dec up! Entertain a short conversation about classes! Although
perhaps a radical thought, having
a nice relationship with your CA
can be helpful, or even just, well,
nice! In the end, you do not need
to become your CA’s best friend
or tell them your deepest, darkest
secrets, but showing some kindness and knowing what they can
do for you does a lot for everyone.
However, one might ask,
“What kind of a relationship is
predicated on a job about forming
such relationships?” After all, it is
no secret that the CA position is
indeed a paid position, and part
of the job is getting to know one’s
residents. This, to me, follows a
similar logic to the question of
realness in talking to a counselor.
Many times when I have talked to
people about seeing a counselor,
they respond with a variation of
“it seems so artificial to me,” “they

get paid to talk to me” or “they
don’t really care about me, I am
just a part of their job.”
To this line of reasoning, I
have one response: no one does a
job about helping others without
wanting to help others. Thinking
of counselors, if one has the psychology credentials to be a therapist, one also has the credentials
to do plenty of other things in
the field of psychology. Likewise,
if one has the organizational and
creative skills to be a CA, one also
has the skills to do plenty of other
campus jobs. However, if one has
good social skills and a generally benevolent attitude, such a
person will be far more likely to
choose a position that harnesses
those abilities than someone who
does not have those abilities or
does not like working with people.
Thus, you will find that nearly
every CA wants to be kind to
you and help you because that is
truly the kind of person they are,
and the CA position develops and
rewards that behavior.

on bettering myself in terms of
my relationship to my roommates
because I had none. I was an RLA
my sophomore and junior year, so
I was blissfully able to ignore and
push aside my problems in dealing with things with the people
I lived with for those two years.
This is ironic because as an RLA, I
helped so many residents through
their own roommate issues.
This year was finally the
year it was decided I would face
my inabilities to self-advocate
and confront others. I have been
happily living for going on eight
weeks with two and a half roommates in an awesome — so awesome because we have more
string lights than all y’all — suite.
We have never stabbed each other
in fits of rage, no one has stormed
out of the room proclaiming a
great curse upon their co-inhabitants and no one has switched
out anyone else’s shampoo with
vinegar and mayonnaise.
But things have not been perfect. I have come from two years
of living by myself, and it was
hard for me to adjust to suddenly
having other people around me so
much more. We have had issues
with sharing food, sleep schedules
and not turning off the alarm until
after it has gone off for the literal
thousandth time — you know who
you are. Overall, communication
has been a struggle. At times so
far this term, it seemed we were
all way too different in personality to ever be able to be not only
roommates, but friends as well.
Confrontation was really hard
and awkward and self-advocacy
came across as controlling and
accusatory.
But this last week we had
a lot of change happen within
our roommate dynamic. Things
were finally said that other people
were unaware of, emotions were
shared and some feelings may

have been hurt. But after that,
and much reflection, we were all
able to come together in a magical night of 2 a.m. ramen feasting and not only talk about our
issues in a calm way, but also
then work through them — by
literally rearranging the room at
2 a.m., sorry neighbors — until
we were satisfied that everything
was resolved. There is something
powerful about ramen at 2 a.m.
that cannot be denied.
Not only were my roommates
and I able to resolve our issues, we
were also able to remember that
we are not just roommates, we are
all friends. We are all pretty weird
and that is what brings us together. It is totally normal to not get
along with your roommate, and
unlike freshman me, you should
not punish yourself for not getting along with someone else’s
unique lifestyle that may collide
with yours. Instead, you should
calmly try to talk with your roommate about the fact that there is
an issue and see if there is a way
you can fix it together.
If I had just opened my
mouth about even half of the
things going on in my life or were
bothering me as a freshmen, I
would not have moved around
campus as much as I did or lost
those friends. It is really hard to
self-advocate. I totally get that —
trust me, just because I had some
late-night snacks does not mean
I am suddenly able to talk about
every little thing that bothers me
now. It will be hard for you to
confront someone if you think
like I do; and if you do not, and
confrontation is easy for you, then
great! Please try and be understanding with the people like me
who tend to internalize our issues
— we are trying.
Maybe a bowl of ramen at 2
a.m. could help.

Life at Lawrence: A CA PSA for the MIA resident

Zach Fithian
Columnist

After two years in the position, I am still a CA (formerly
RLA) here at Lawrence, even in
my senior year. Most of the time,
rising seniors will choose to drop
the position for the quad they
planned for the past year, to make
more time for their capstone or
for some other valid reason, but I
stuck around for one more round.
And as someone who is going on
his third year of being a CA, let
me tell you about That Resident.
That Resident makes it very clear
from day one that they want absolutely nothing to do with you.
Popular methods for establishing
this disinterest include pointedly
not making eye contact, removing
door decs (which take a long time
to make, by the way) and making
any interaction with their CA as
short as possible. This article is
dedicated to That Resident.
I am here to tell you a secret
— the painful awkwardness of the

@TheLawrentian
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Another oft-cited reason for
not engaging with CAs is that
they are simply “not needed,”
and the given resident is doing
just fine without them. This is
not uncommon, particularly from
upperclassmen who are already
in their own social circles, and I
will not claim to not see where
they are coming from. CAs definitely do a lot of work connecting
freshmen to resources and various groups or just making them
feel welcome in their residence
hall, while upperclassmen seldom have such needs. And so,
I would agree, sometimes there
are residents who do not need
CAs, but that does not mean that
they cannot benefit from them
anyway. The fact is, CAs want to
be a friendly face and want to put
on programs that can teach you
something or give you a break
from academia, so even if you find
yourself not in need of this, why
not take advantage of it anyway?
What is the harm in going to a
program and meeting some new

people or learning a new skill?
Maybe in the end it will not be
enlightening, but a nice distraction from the hustle and bustle of
things never hurts.
The moral of the story is that
if you want your residence hall
to be your quiet space, that is
fine! If you do not need anything
from your CAs, that is fine! But
if there is one thing you can do,
just be friendly. We know that not
everyone is going to come to our
programs or have 30-minute conversations about Mark Burstein’s
dog (his name is Homer and he
is a Good Boy) in their spare
time, but if you can show us that
you are doing well and understand where we are coming from,
we respect that and appreciate it.
Oh, and please do not knock on
our doors at obscenely early/late
times for the vacuum. Save that
for duty hours, friends.

@the_lawrentian
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Photo Poll

Anton Zemba

Staff Photographer

What is your favorite RLA or CA experience?
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“My RLA offered to buy me oat milk!”
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—Letters to the editor will be
edited for clarity, decency and
grammar.
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“One time the RLAs threw a Harry
Potter-themed party. I mean, I
couldn’t really tell if it was Harry
Potter, but I think so?”
— Carson Becker

“An RLA let me in from the Hiett
patio after I forgot my ID in the
middle of winter.”
— Tali Berkowitz

“Loving myself.”
— Matthew Wronski, a current CA

“Hosting the ‘Sex in the Lounge’ RLA
program in Trever.”
— Juan Marin

“There was a time I kicked off my
Croc trying to hit Nadir in the cafe
and it got stuck on top of one of the
ceiling panels. Nadir said ‘That’s
karma, sweetie,’ and we both laughed
about it.”
— Hannah Hayat

“Playing Smash Bro’s with my
co-RLA Jamie.”
— Nero Grok-Gallagher

What in the World

the United States. While this does
nothing to curtail the drinking
when in home port, these activities are a welcome alternative to
drunken stupor come landfall
elsewhere in the world.
My suggestion for curbing the same at home would be
random breathalyzer tests every
morning. The Navy already does
urinalysis tests for drug consumption, so there should really
be no issue with testing service
members for inebriation, seeing
as they work on weapons systems
and with heavy equipment. Won’t
the civil liberties of the sailors be
infringed? Service members do
not get civil liberties except by
military fiat — signing the contract is signing away one’s life to

the country. We need to know the
person working on the anti-ship
missiles has their mental faculties
operating at full capacity.
The military is tough and I
understand the desire for escape
in the form of a bottle, yet this is
ultimately unhealthy and damaging to the readiness of military members and their families,
which is ever the highest priority.
My gratitude to those who continue to serve at home and abroad.
Thank you for reading.
Comments, ire and suggestions
can be directed to abell@lawrence.edu. If you have any ideas
to curb alcoholism in the military,
let me know.

continued from page 11
One of the best strategies
the Navy has developed to curtail needless drunkenness abroad
is by offering tours and sporting opportunities come landfall.
Instead of having the options of
“bar and then strip club” or “strip
club then bar,” there are now
opportunities to climb Mt. Fuji
in Japan, go snorkeling in the
Philippines and surf in Hawaii.
For those of a libertarian bent, fear
not, for the tour funding comes
from the sailors themselves, not
from an extra tax levied against
the already tax-ridden people of
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